The Professional Bio

Meet Leticia Ringe
An Award-Winning, Six-Figure Business Owner, Holistic, Business Coach,
Menstruality Mentor oh, & host of the Create a Life that is Beautiful Podcast & TV!

Leticia supports womxn, just like you, to build profitable, sustainable & scalable
online businesses that allow you to make a difference using your unique gifts, feel
aligned on a daily basis and create the life of your dreams.
In most recent years, Leticia has achieved overwhelming success in helping conscious, high-vibe,

entrepreneurial womxn, quit the corporate grind, embrace their true passions and make money
living a life of alignment, purpose and freedom, whilst building their online business empires!

Throughout her 20’s Leticia worked as a lawyer; on the surface, she was the definition of a young
woman building success… but underneath she was the living picture of stress. It took 10 years in the
ridged corporate lifestyle before she realised that success without fulfilment, just wasn’t enough. So,
in 2017 she broke free and decided to illuminate a life of purpose that worked for her mind, body
and soul. Embarking on an extraordinary journey of travel and self-discovery, with the world's
leading experts in personal development and holistic coaching, she began to live out her dream of
wellness within. Experiencing a new level of personal freedom and self-fulfilment, she discovered
her newfound purpose to give back, to empower fellow female entrepreneurs to pursue their
passions and dream BIG.

Fast forward to today and she has built an international, award-winning, online coaching business,
supporting other like-hearted womxn to activate their purpose and create beautiful businesses
which allow them to align their lives and thrive in life + business - just as she has!

Leticia is the creator of the Create Your Beautiful Biz Accelerator, a cutting edge, 90-day coaching
system that guides womxn through a proven cyclical business method, step-by-step business
strategy and proven guided roadmap which combines six-figure strategy with holistic living. Leticia
teaches soul-searching entrepreneurs how to build and scale their business with heart, working
directly with their body, energy and flow, to align their mindset and make a difference, whilst fully
thriving by building the business they truly deserve + desire!

Today she’s on a mission to empower womxn to live as their most inspired beings by supporting her
community to take a holistic and cyclical approach to life and business.

You’ll find her coaching with a wide smile & lemongrass tea,
right in the heart of Sydney, Australia.

